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Thanks to those of you who 
have contributed to it as 
these contributions are 

essential to the newsletter‘s 
success 

All feature article in this and 
upcoming edition, will touch 
on topical issues of interest 

to PNHS members. If you 
would like to contribute 

articles in future newsletters 
or front cover photo, please 

contact me via email:  
 

alizah.hajiali@shell.com 
pnhs.brunei@gmail.com 

 
Cheers, 
Alizah 
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PNHS: 

promote interest in natural history 
share knowledge of the natural environment, its flora/fauna, in Panaga/Brunei 
raise the environmental awareness and commitment of the community 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

0.5 – 3 pages 

Wk 1 bimonthly  
Newsletter will be OUT end-month 

 

      Everyone  is  
(PNHS members /ex PNHS / nature lovers) 

So get your story out ---> Readers are waiting 

HOW WHAT 

WHO WHEN 

To submit YOUR articles : pnhs.brunei@gmail.com 
alizah.hajiali@shell.com 

 Express yourself and share your passion 
 Share your ideas, knowledge , nature 

journeys and mission 

WHY 

 
 

Tired of housework/workdays that never end?  
Sit down and write a note to the PNHS Newsletter!  It is therapy! 

 
Tired of looking at your own pictures? 

Send some to the Newsletter & share with fellow readers! 
 

Been out lately? 
Send your sightings to the Newsletter! 



#4: Wood Sandpiper Tringa glareola 

East Asian-Australasian Flyway  

Migratory Birds In Borneo  

Author : Alizah Ali 

  

So here’s our #4 Migratory Birds, featuring Wood Sandpiper, primarily known as a passage migrant, probably the 
commonest species during the winter migration here in Borneo. 
 
Yeay! It is the migrating season again, and visits to Seria grassland and Wasan were rewarded with these waders. 
Yes! Yes!  I know, it’s just a Wood Sandpiper, a very widespread and numerous winter visitors that are often seen 
– yet, witnessing the comings and goings of flocks over the years, again and again, especially during AWC periods 
are the thing that we want to keep on seeing. Watching migrating birds pass by, marveling at the distances 
they’ve travelled, and how far they still have to go is always interesting.  
 
Wood Sandpiper is a medium-sized wading bird belonging to the “Tringa” family, with a fine straight bill, 
greenish sometime dark yellowish legs, and a conspicuous long, white supercilium (stripe from the bill over the 
eye to the back of the neck). It is best identified from similar ‘relatives’ from its white-mottled back – in 
comparison, the Common Sandpiper has a plain back (see picture). Wood Sandpiper breeds throughout Europe 
and Asia, and winters over a large area ranging from Africa, Asia and Australia (see map). They are by far the 
most  abundant migratory wader in non-coastal areas of Borneo.  
 
This bird's habitat is nearly as diverse as its range and includes forests and shrublands, grasslands and wetlands 
and all aquatic and marine areas including man-made locations such as irrigated areas and wastewater 
treatment centers, but it usually avoids estuaries’ flats and coasts. At Wasan, they are typically seen in shallow 
rice fields which have not yet been fully drained, where they can be viewed picking up insects and small 
invertebrates. Usually they are the first to arrive (late July) and last to leave (April) – a few young non-breeding 
birds may even spend summer in Borneo. At peak migration one can see more than a thousand Wood 
Sandpipers scattered across Wasan. Other places you are most certain to encounter it, is along moist grasslands 
in  Seria, for example around the Billion Barrell monument.  
 
The female lays 3-4 pale olive-green eggs with dark markings. Both adults share the incubation during 22-23 
days. Hatchlings can feed themselves and are able to fly after approximately 30 days after birth. Both parents 
rear them together for 7-10 days, but female usually departs after that, leaving male to tend to the young so the 
last days, only the male cares them. The young fledge about one month after hatching and this species produce a 
single brood per year [oiseaux-birds.com] 
 
The Wood Sandpiper is a nimble flier who can get to heights at sharp angles; they can congregate in . They can 
be quite loud when migrating, and has a way of bobbing when something has caught its interest. During spring, it 
has a rolling display flight, which it performs over its breeding territories 
 
Here is a Wood Sandpiper caught out during torrential rain at Wasan – it seems to enjoy the downpour! 



#4: Wood Sandpiper Tringa glareola 

East Asian-Australasian Flyway  

Migratory Birds In Borneo  

continued 

Common Sandpiper – note the plain back compared to Wood 
Sandpiper (below three pictures) which has a diagnostic  

white-mottled upperside.  

Wood Sandpiper distribution map, 
Yellow = breeding range;  blue = wintering areas. 



The Seria oil field is home to a wide variety of abundant wildlife. Nowadays, residents of the oil district are 
finding increasingly frequent sightings of hornbills, crocodiles, monkeys and many species of birds and animals 
that were not common a few decades ago. While changes brought about by the extraction of oil are inevitable, 
great care has always been given to preserving some of the environmentally sensitive areas. One such place, the 
Seria Estuary, is situated right in the heart of the Seria oilfield and is located near the Billionth Barrel Monument. 
This is where hundreds of oil wells have been drilled in and around the vicinity following the discovery of oil in 
1929. This location undoubtedly has one of the highest density and variety of wildlife seen anywhere in Brunei. It 
is an ideal place for observing birds and other wildlife at close quarters in an accessible area. As such, this place 
needs to be constantly protected and regulated so as to minimize the impact of oil production on both wildlife 
and the environment. 
 

The Seria Oilfield and its Wildlife 

Author/Photos : Bong Poh Yuk 

  

In 2008, Brunei Shell Petroleum won the Shell Chief Executive HSSE global award for environmental 
performance. The wildlife’s seemingly successful co-existence with the oil and gas activities is a testament to 
the country’s regulator, oil operator and contractors, who ensure that care for the environment has and will 
always remain a high priority.  

The following contains a sample of 
the wildlife that was observed in the 
past two years by the author. It is by 
no means a complete list. Bird 
species common in the area include 
various egret species, numerous 
types of herons, wandering whistling 
ducks, different types of kingfishers, 
Oriental darters, Oriental Pied 
hornbills, Peregrine falcons, 
moorhens, white breasted 
waterhen, black winged stilts, terns, 
an abundance of swifts, coucals, 
stilts, woodswallows and many 
more. You may also see the 
occasional osprey and frigatebird 
circling overhead looking for prey 
and if lucky the few resident 
crocodiles basking in the shallow 
water. 



The Seria Oilfield and its Wildlife 

continued 

  



The Seria Oilfield and its Wildlife 

continued 

  



The Seria Oilfield and its Wildlife 

continued 

  



The Seria Oilfield and its Wildlife 

continued 

  

The well in the cover photograph is Seria well number 126 (S-126).  
It was drilled in 1940 just before the Japanese occupation of Brunei at the end of 1941. The well was 

one of many wells denied to the Japanese just prior to the occupation. At the end of the war, the 
retreating Japanese forces burned the well and was one of 38 wells set on fire. S-126 was brought 

back to production in 1947 and produced till very recently. It is now shut in. 



Berambang Island 

If you fancy a days outing which is not too stressful and has just a hint of adventure then a trip to Pulau Berambang 
might interest. The journey starts in Bandar, at the Pintu Malim water taxi jetty (A). There is a huge car park so park 
the vehicle and catch a water taxi to one of the jetties up the Brunei river at B or C. Ask for Kampung Menunggul if 
you want to go to C. This doesn’t take long, perhaps 20-30 minutes at the most. Water taxi fare should be around 
$1/person. Once on dry land again, its difficult to get lost as there are not many roads. Follow your nose, and the 
road to Jalan Berambang keeping an eye out for sightings of Proboscis monkeys and interesting car wrecks that dot 
the beautiful green scenery. It’s a very peaceful place; pace of life is unhurried, there are no crowds, and there are 
few cars (what are there are mostly without registration plates and look a bit worse for wear). From B to D (including 
the loop walk in the reserve) is 8km. If you go in at C it is shorter or you could also go in at D, do the loop and walk 
back again to D. Enter the reserve where the big brown sign points to Bukit Batu Bujang Pahang. The trail is mostly 
easy but has some steep, sloping concrete stairs and near the top of the ridge there are some moderately steep 
rocky bits. Keep looping to the right and eventually you come back out on Jalan Berambang. Turn to the right and 
walk out to C and catch a water taxi back to Bandar. Take plenty of water, hat, sunscreen and snacks. Enjoy. 

PNHS Archive 

Adventure, Brunei Style 

Author : Unknown (PNHS newsletter 2014) 



Contact us at pnhs.brunei@gmail.com 

P N H S 

EVENTS CALENDAR 
 Jul-Aug 2019 | Bimonthly Newsletter 

6:30 am 
6:30 am 

HOW  & WHAT can YOU  do to help? 



Contact us at pnhs.brunei@gmail.com 

2018 

P N H S 

Jul-Aug 2019 | Sightings Record 

5:30 am 

Cobra Panaga Jane Whitaker 

Swallowtail moth Panaga Wendel Broere 

Bi-color damselfly Panaga Simon Young 

Storm Stork Kuala Balai Bong Poh Yuk 

Purple Heron Seria estuary Bong Poh Yuk 

White-bellied Sea eagle Seria estuary Bong Poh Yuk 

Crocodiles Seria river Bong Poh Yuk 

Information/Identification gathered from PNHS fb. 
Any correction on id are most  welcome  

pnhs.sightings@gmail.com 

mailto:pnhs.sightings@gmail.com
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SEASHORE LIFE BOOKS 

Newly revised 10th anniversary edition of the original series from 2008.  
Read these books and be inspired to visit the beach and do some beachcombing, and find out why Brunei is 
one of the best places in the world for the array of exotic nuts, seeds and shells washed up onshore. Share 
your visit with the wildlife, the ever present patrols of crabs, migrating birds, and examine the fishermen’s 
catches. 
 
Marvel at the variety of plant life that has adapted to the seashore environment, with their color and texture 
and understand the climate: the seasons with their winds, tides and their effects on the beach. 
 
Lastly, find out the effect of man, the dominant species, and the only one that can protect, nurture and 
conserve this wonderful heritage, or destroy it all. 
 
 
 

Prices 
Soft cover set of 8 books $25 
Hard cover set of 8 books $45 
 
Cash or chit payments accepted 
The books were written by members of the Panaga Natural History Society (PNHS)  and sponsored by BSP 
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COMIC BOOK 

Produced collaboratively with BSP and PNHS, with support from the Ministry of Education.  
An effort to help raise awareness in educating children about Brunei’s rich, diverse natural heritage. 
 
The 90-page A4-size bilingual comic book tells the tale of two fictitious Brunei born children Raffie and 
Simpor, who had returned to Brunei after more than four years away due to their parents being stationed to 
work overseas. The comic depicts their lives learning about living in the rural area of Kuala Belait with their 
grandparents and the various flora and fauna found in the area. 
 
So grab your copy today! 
 
 
 

Prices 
$20 
To purchase, contact: 
Steph Straatman at stephaniestraatman@panagaschool.net 
“Raffie Simpor” fb page 
 
 
Drawn by Indonesian comic artist and story written by a very well known Dutch comic scriptwriter, who has 
written many stories for the Dutch Donald Duck, Tina and Bobo. 

mailto:stephaniestraatman@panagaschool.net

